Symbolic execution is a well established method for test input generation. By taking inputs as symbolic values and solving constraints encoding path conditions, it helps achieve a better test coverage. Despite of having achieved tremendous success over numeric domains, existing symbolic execution techniques for heap-based programs (e.g., linked lists and trees) are limited due to the lack of a succinct and precise description for symbolic values over unbounded heaps.
INTRODUCTION
Symbolic execution [33] is getting momentum thanks to its capability of discovering deep bugs. It is increasingly used not only in academic settings but also in industry, such as in Microsoft, NASA, IBM and Fujitsu [17] . Recently, DARPA launched the Cyber Grand Challenge [5] , a two-year competition with millions of dollars in prize money on automated vulnerability finding and patching. Most of the participating teams developed symbolic execution engines, e.g., Mayhem [19] , Driller [48] , PySymEmu [4] , as a means to discover vulnerabilities. Winning the first prize, the computer with Mayhem is now on display at the National Museum of American History, as a standalone exhibit of innovation in defense [1] . Despite having achieved tremendous success, symbolic execution has limited impact on testing programs with inputs in the form Conference '17, July 2017 , Washington, DC, USA 2017 . This is the author's version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive Version of Record was published in Proceedings of ACM Conference, July 2017, https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn. of complex heap-manipulating data structures (so called heap-based or heap-manipulating programs). The dominant approach to symbolic execution of heap-manipulating programs is lazy initialization [32] which postpones the initialization of reference-type symbolic variables and fields until they are accessed (either assigned to or de-referenced). However, lazy initialization makes no assumption on the shape (i.e., structural constraints) of the input data structure, and explicitly enumerates all possible heap objects that may bind to the input. As a result, it not only worsens the path explosion problem of symbolic execution, but also often results in a large number of invalid test inputs. For example, given a program which is designed to take binary trees as input, lazy initialization would generate test inputs whose objects form cyclic graphs. Although there have been multiple works on improving lazy initialization [13, 23, 24, 28, 51] , it remains a challenge to have a succinct and precise description of symbolic heaps so that we can effectively encode/solve path conditions for heap-manipulating programs.
In the context of logic-based verification, the problem of specifying and reasoning about heap-manipulating data structures has been studied for nearly five decades, e.g. [10, 16, 29, 39, 40, 42, 43, 45, 46] . The dominant approaches are based on separation logic [29, 45] . The strength of separation logic lies in its separating conjunction * , which splits the heap into disjoint regions or heaplets. This enables local reasoning, i.e., specification and reasoning are kept confined within heaplets, independent of the rest of the heap. This is in contrast to global reasoning whose specifications describe properties of the global heap, which make them "suffer from either limited applicability or extreme complexity, and scale poorly to programs of even moderate size" [45] . The success of separation logic has led to the development of industrial-strength tools, such as Microsoft's SLAyer [11] and Facebook Infer [6] , with the capability of handling billions lines of code.
Surprisingly, there has been limited effort on using separation logic to enhance symbolic execution for test input generation. In this work, we start filling this gap. Firstly, we propose a novel method for symbolic execution of heap-manipulating programs using separation logic. In particular, we adopt a logic that combines separation logic with existentially quantified variables, general inductive predicates and arithmetic which allows us to encode path conditions effectively in heap-manipulating programs. Inductive predicates are useful as they can be used to encode recursive functions (which are often associated with heap-manipulating data structures), whereas existential quantifiers allow us to interpret symbolic addresses (over heaps) precisely and naturally. Furthermore, as shown in [36, 37] , such a representation of symbolic heaps with quantifiers helps to achieve a high level of abstraction which is the key feature to obtain efficiency through induction reasoning.
Secondly, we enhance our method with context-sensitive lazy initialization, i.e., we use preconditions written in separation logic to guide its search, and only explore the states that are reachable when the input satisfies the preconditions. As a result, all generated test inputs are valid. Given a heap-manipulating program, our framework maintains a path condition ∆ during the symbolic execution. Here ∆ is a formula in separation logic, describing the current symbolic heap. Whenever an uninitialized variable or field is accessed (either stack accessed i.e. assigned to another variable or heap accessed i.e. de-referenced), if it is defined by an inductive predicate in the precondition, we unfold it to capture the footprints, i.e. the resources it accesses, in advance. This process modifies the heap configuration ∆, and hence we use a separation logic solver to check the satisfiability of the updated ∆. The search progresses on this symbolic path if ∆ is satisfiable. At the end of the path, the solver generates a model for ∆, which is then used for test input generation.
We notice that the unfolding step is nontrivial as the inductive predicates in the context may be recursively defined and the heap is unbounded. Therefore, a naive unfolding algorithm may not terminate to obtain a complete set of values for the initialization. In order to obtain the complete set in a finite steps of unfolding, we present a novel least fixed point analysis for the context-sensitive enumeration. In particular, we propose a new abstraction over the symbolic heap locations and accumulate the set of heap locations at each iteration of the unfolding. We notice that the upper bound of this set includes null value, the abstract heap locations of existing objects and the abstract heap locations of the new objects. By reasoning about the heap in an existential manner, we show that our analysis for the context-sensitive enumeration is sound, complete and always terminates.
In summary, we make the following main contributions.
(1) We develop a symbolic execution engine for heap-manipulating programs based on separation logic. (2) For efficiency, we present context-sensitive lazy initialization with a least fixed point analysis to generate valid test inputs during symbolic execution. (3) We have implemented the proposed approach into a prototype tool, called Java StarFinder 1 , built on top of Symbolic PathFinder [44] , to generate test inputs for Java bytecode. (4) We have evaluated our tool on a set of Java programs including complex and mutable data structures. All generated test inputs are valid and we achieve 99.1% branch coverage on average.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. Section 3 gives some background and illustrates our proposal via an example. Section 4 describes the syntax of our core language and its operational semantics. Our first contribution, the symbolic execution and the assertion language, an extension of separation logic, are presented in Section 5. Our second contribution, the context-sensitive lazy initialization, is shown in Section 6. We present our implementation and evaluation in Section 7. Finally, we conclude and discuss future works in Section 8. 1 "Star" in the name refers to the separating conjunction * in separation logic
RELATED WORK
This work is based on symbolic execution [21, 33] , which is a prominent technique for program testing. Symbolic execution explores different execution paths of a program P by executing P with symbolic, rather than concrete, input values and computes the effects of the program as functions in terms of these symbolic inputs.
To cope with branching in the execution caused by the symbolic inputs, symbolic execution maintains a path condition ∆ during its search. When encountering non-deterministic choices, each one associated with a condition c, it performs case splitting as follows. If ∆ implies c, execute the path associated with c without updating ∆; else if ∆ ∧ c is satisfiable, execute the path associated with c and update ∆ to be ∆ ∧c; otherwise do not execute the path associated with c. The path conditions are checked using constraint solvers such as Z3 [22] . For each symbolic path, the solver provides a model that witnesses the satisfiability of ∆, which is then used as a test input.
Traditional symbolic execution is designed for programs with a fixed number of numeric inputs, and non-deterministic choices only appear when there are conditional statements. In order to apply symbolic execution to heap-manipulating programs with data structure inputs, Khurshid et al. [32] proposed generalized symbolic execution (GSE), which can handle dynamically allocated structures. At the heart of GSE is the lazy initialization algorithm which executes programs on inputs with reference variables and fields being uninitialized. When a reference variable or field is first accessed, lazy initialization exhaustively enumerates all possible heap objects that it can: (i) be null, (ii) point to a new object with all reference fields being uninitialized, or (iii) point to any previously initialized object of the same type. As GSE expansively enumerates these choices, it quickly leads to path explosion.
Deng et al. introduced a lazier algorithm in [23] . The idea is to group the choices in (ii) and (iii) together to a reference-type symbolic variable. Splitting on the non-null choices is delayed until the variable is accessed. The same authors then proposed to delay case splitting further in an enhanced algorithm [24] , by grouping all together the choices in (i), (ii) and (iii) in the same manner. The "laziest" of all is symbolic initialization proposed by Hillery et al. [28] , which completely avoids case splitting in the symbolic path by using a guarded value set capturing (i), (ii) and (iii) in the same symbolic heap. The trade off is that it significantly increases the complexity of the constraints over the heaps, and case splitting is delegated to the SMT solver. In contrast, bounded lazy initialization [27] does not delay case splitting, but tries to reduce the number of aliasing choices in (iii) by considering only non-isomorphic structures. This is done by using tight field bounds, which are computed beforehand.
All the approaches mentioned above share a common problem: not taking into account the shape of the input data structure. As a result, they generate many invalid test inputs and explore states that are unreachable in practice. Knowing this problem, researchers have proposed the idea of preconditioned symbolic execution. In [51] , the authors of lazy initialization proposed the use of preconditions to constrain the shape of the inputs. In their work, preconditions are encoded using Java methods, which are invoked during symbolic execution so that a path is not explored when the precondition method returns false. That is, instead of providing a specification for the heap inputs, users bear the responsibility to validate the heap inputs. For example, if the input is a binary tree, the precondition method needs to check if there is a cycle. Writing such precondition methods is highly nontrivial.
Braione et al. [13] introduced Heap EXploration Logic (HEX) as a specification language to constrain heap inputs. Their approach works as follows. When the lazy initialization algorithm enumerates all the choices in the aforementioned (i), (ii) and (iii), a verifier is applied to check whether the partial heap configuration satisfies the HEX specification with the choice. If it does not, the choice is pruned to avoid exploring unreachable states due to invalid test inputs. Their approach is embodied in JBSE [14] , which is then used as a component of the SUSHI framework [12] . The HEX approach however has several problems.
Firstly, the HEX language alone is not expressive enough to describe the shapes of heap inputs. Users have to provide additional methods, called triggers [2], to check the properties that cannot be written in HEX. In 6 out of 12 benchmarks reported in the experiments of SUSHI [3, 12] , additional triggers methods are required. Interestingly, although the rules not null and expands to nothing in HEX are designed to check whether a pointer variable is null, benchmarks such as AVL tree still require triggers to check if a pointer variable is null. We suspect that there is a conflict among the propositions when describing these benchmarks with HEX. Secondly, HEX does not support numerical constraints and thus triggers are required to check those constraints. Thirdly, as HEX represents unbounded data structures using regular operators (using (π ) + operator), it is unable to capture the non-regular data structures e.g., singly-linked lists which have 2 n nodes (n≥0) and content of each node is 0. Fourthly, it is unclear how the HEX solver discharges an unbounded heap formula with regular operators. Indeed, as it is impossible to generate an infinite set of concrete models to capture the semantics of aliases max propositions, the HEX decision procedure over-approximates the decision and thus may return unsound results. Lastly, with a specification for the global heap, the HEX approach falls into the pitfall of global reasoning like all the work in the pre-separation logic era.
Apart from the above, a common problem of all existing approaches based on lazy initialization is that the reference variable or field is initialized to a value of the predefined pattern set regardless of the symbolic execution context. Hence, the new context may be neither valid nor able to capture constraints over reference variables and fields, which are never accessed during execution. For example, if a program travels only on one direction of a doubly linked list input, the existing lazy initialization approaches are not able to generate valid doubly linked lists for the input.
In this work, we use separation logic specifications to enhance traditional symbolic execution for heap-manipulating programs. Our approach benefits from the rich expressiveness of separation logic and we do not require user-provided methods for checking validity of test inputs in the generating process. Another principal difference between approaches based on lazy initialization and ours is that we do not use the rules (i), (ii) and (iii) or their "lazier" variants. Non-deterministic choices are generated from the symbolic execution context, and thus we always capture sufficient constraints of the inputs and do not explore invalid states.
Additionally, our work is related to research on Smallfoot symbolic execution [10] . Previous work [10, 41] have used Smallfoot symbolic execution to build automatic verifiers for separation logic. Hence, those work address a completely different problem. Moreover, the main difference between our approach and those is the representation of symbolic heaps. While we propose to use existentially quantified variables, the work in [10] uses fresh variables and thus is only suitable for the abstraction of hardwired lists and trees, the work in [41] introduced quantified chunks which are dedicated for array separation logic over concurrent programs. We emphasize that the computation of the least fixed point enumeration in our approach would be never terminating if fresh variables are used instead of existentially quantified variables.
This work is remotely related to research on bi-abduction. While lazy initialization technique infers concrete test inputs to cover some program paths and can be used for bounded verification, bi-abduction procedure [15, 18, 35, 50] infers the weakest precondition to verify memory safety for all possible paths of a program. The first procedure to bi-abduction was presented in [18] and only targeted on linked list predicates. The work [50] explored a procedure for non-heap domains. For bi-abduction procedures over dynamically allocated data structures, [15] proposed a procedure for while programs, [35] presented a second-order procedure for C programs.
OVERVIEW AND ILLUSTRATION
In the following, we illustrate how our approach works with an example. Consider a program that represents big non-negative integers in the form of an acyclic singly linked list, i.e., each node of the lists contains a single digit of the numbers. Suppose we want to generate test inputs for the method add shown in Figure 1 , which computes the sum of two numbers in this representation.
This method is designed to take two parameters x and y satisfying the following preconditions: (1) all the digits of x and y are less than 5, and thus there is no carry; (2) x and y have the same number of digits. Condition (1) is a simple numerical constraint which can be handled by existing symbolic execution engines. We thus leave it out of the discussion for the sake of simplicity. To capture condition (2), we define an inductive predicate pre based on our fragment of separation logic as follows.
Predicate emp means the heap is empty; predicate a →N ode(_, n 1 ) states a points to an allocated object; and * is the separation operator in separation logic. The data type N ode corresponds to the class N ode in the program, which has two instance fields: al containing the digit, and next referencing to another N ode object. The wildcard "_" is used to indicate a "don't care" value. Intuitively, a linked list is recursively defined as a head node with its next field pointing to a sublist. In the base case of the definition for pre, the heap is empty, and both parameters a and b are null. In the recursive case, a →N ode(_, n 1 ) signifies that a points to a node composed of a certain value (represented by "_") and its next field n 1 . Similarly, b is a node with its next field n 2 ; and n 1 and n 2 , which refer to the sublists of a and b respectively, satisfy pre as well.
In this definition, the separating conjunction operator * splits the global heap into three heaplets. The first two heaplets contain the N ode objects referenced respectively by a and b, and the third one contains the sublists. This separation enforces that a and b refer to two distinct heap nodes and their sublists are disjoint too. Since the nodes a and b must be either both null or both not null, and likewise for the nodes in their sublists, lists a and b have the same length. We remark that this precondition cannot be specified using HEX language [13] and cannot be checked by JBSE [14] without using triggers.
To generate test inputs, we perform symbolic execution of method add(x, y) with precondition pre(x,y). In the proposed symbolic execution, path conditions are formulas in the fragment of separation logic with inductive predicates and arithmetic. Reference variables are initialized by values obtained from a procedure, called enum. Initially, x and y are initialized to symbolic (stack) values X and Y respectively, and the path condition ∆ is initialized to pre(X ,Y ). When variable x is first accessed at line 5, our engine, through procedure enum, examines precondition pre(X ,Y ) 2 for possible heap values for x. enum computes possible values through the least fixed point analysis, called LFP. LFP unfolds predicate pre (and other relevant predicates, if applicable) until the set of values saturates (i.e. reaches a fixed point). In this example, LFP only needs to unfold predicate pre once to obtain the fixed point. That is, it replaces the predicate pre(X ,Y ) in the ∆ by two formulas corresponding resp. to the two disjuncts in the definition of predicate pre (with α-renaming i.e., substitutions of formal/actual parameters and of bound variables to avoid name collisions) to obtain two nondeterministic choices, and symbolic execution case splits. It first explores the path corresponding to the base case (the first disjunct in the definition of pre), and hence the constraint over X and Y in ∆ becomes X =null ∧ Y =null. We use the constraint solver S2SAT SL [36, 37, 49] to check that ∆ is satisfiable. There is no further case splitting in this path, and we have a test input where x and y are both null.
After exploring the base case, our symbolic execution engine backtracks and explores the path corresponding to the recursive case. The updated path condition ∆ over X and Y is:
Executing the body of the loop, n 1 is de-referenced at line 7. Since n 1 is constrained by pre, our engine again tries two possible values for n 1 resulting from LFP (and according to predicate pre). For the base case, the path condition ∆ over X , Y , n 1 and n 2 is:
At line 8, n 2 is de-referenced. Since it has been assigned to null already, there is no case splitting. n 1 =null violates the looping condition so symbolic execution finishes exploring the path and backtracks. We obtain a test input where x and y both have one digit.
Likewise, we generate test inputs where x and y both have two digits, three digits and so on. Note that we put a bound on the number of unfolding for loops.
In contrast to ours which always generates valid test inputs, the existing lazy approaches [13, 14, 51] would generate invalid test inputs such as (i) x and y have different number of digits; or (ii) x and y are aliasing; or (iii) x (or y) is a cyclic linked list.
A CORE LANGUAGE
In a well-known survey [47] , Schwartz et al. described the algorithm of symbolic execution as an extension to the run-time semantics of a general language. The language, called SimpIL, is simple but "powerful enough to express typical languages as varied as Java and assembly code" [47] . In this work, we will use similar presentation to describe our new symbolic execution engine. This section introduces our core language, which is an extension of SimpIL with statements to dynamically allocate and deallocate heap memory. Note that our prototype implementation is for Java bytecode, and our approach extends to other languages.
Syntax
The syntax of the language is defined in Figure 3 . A program in our core language consists of multiple data structures and statements. The primitive types include integer, boolean and void; statements consist of assignment, memory store, goto, assertion, conditional goto, memory allocation, and memory deallocation; expressions are side-effect free and consist of typical non-heap expressions and memory load. We use op b to represent typical binary operators, e.g., addition, subtraction. Similarly, op u is used to represent unary operators e.g., logical negation. k τ represents either an 32-bit integer constant or a boolean value (true or false ). For the sake of simplicity, we omit the type-checking semantics of our language and assume things are well-typed in the standard way.
We remark that our intermediate language aims at analyses based on the control flow graph of the program. This kind of language is generally the target of separation logic tools such as Smallfoot [10] , Slayer [11] , JStar [25] , Verifast [30] , Abductor [18] , HIP/S2 [20, 35] and Infer [6] .
Operational Semantics
The concrete execution context of a program defined by the syntax shown in Figure 3 is a tuple of five components Σ, h, s, pc, ι . Σ is the list of program statements; h is the current memory state (i.e., the heap); s records the current value of program variables (i.e., the stack); pc is the program counter; and ι is the current statement. Among these, Σ, h and s are mapping functions: Σ maps a number to a statement; h maps a memory location to its content; s maps a variable to its value.
The concrete heap h of type Heaps assumes a fixed finite collection Node, a fixed finite collection Fields, a disjoint set Loc of locations (i.e., heap addresses), a set of non-address values Val, such that null∈Val and Val ∩ Loc = ∅. That is, we define Heaps as:
Further, a concrete stack s is of type Stacks, defined as follows:
That is, it is a mapping from a variable to a value or a memory address. We use [x ← k] to denote updating a context variable x with value k for mapping functions; for example, s[x ← 13] denotes updating the value of variable x to the value 13 in context
h, s ⊢ e ⇓ t r ue ι = Σ(pc + 1) Σ, h, s, pc, asser t (e) ❀ Σ, h, s, pc + 1, ι Rules are read from the bottom to the top, the left to the right, and are applied based on syntactic pattern-matching. Given a statement, our engine finds a rule to execute the computation on the top and returns the end state in the case of success. If no rule matches (e.g., accessing a dangling pointer), the execution halts.
For the evaluation of expressions, we use h, s ⊢ e ⇓ to denote the evaluation of expression e to a value in the current context h and s. The application of these rules is also based on patternmatching similar to the application of the statements above.
SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
This section presents our separation logic-based symbolic execution.
Separation Logic
We use separation logic [29, 45] , presented in Figure 4 , to capture symbolic heaps and expressions. Separation logic, an extension of Hoare logic, is a state-of-the-art assertion language designed for reasoning about heap-manipulating programs. It provides concise and precise notations for reasoning about the heap. In particular, it supports the separating conjunction * that splits the global heap into disjoint sub-heap regions, each of which can be analysed independely. Combined with inductive predicates, separation logic has
::=k τ | | k×a | a 1 +a 2 | −a Pred ::= pred P 1 (¯ )≡Φ 1 ; · · · ; pred P n (¯ )≡Φ n Figure 4 : Separation logic been shown to capture semantics of unbounded heaps, loops and recursive procedures naturally and succinctly [36, 37, 49] .
In the following, we define the separation logic formulae used in this work to encode path condition of heap-based programs. A separation logic formula is defined by the syntax presented in Figure 4 . We assume that c ∈ Node is a heap node; f i ∈ Fields is a field; and , i represent variables. We notice that each kind of heap nodes c corresponds to a data structure declared by the user using the key word data in our core language. We write¯ to denote a sequence of variables. A separation logic formula is denoted as Φ, which can be either a symbolic heap ∆ or a disjunction of them. A symbolic heap ∆ is an existentially quantified conjunction of some spatial formula κ, and a symbolic expression which is a quantified conjunction of some pointer (dis)equality α and some formula in Presburger arithmetic ϕ [26] . All free variables in ∆, denoted by function FV(∆), are implicitly universally quantified at the outermost level. The spatial formula κ may be conjoined ( * ) by emp predicate, points-to predicates →c(f i : i ) and a predicate P(¯ ), which could be inductively defined. Whenever possible, we discard f i of the points-to predicate and use its short form as →c(¯ ). Note that 1 2 and null are short forms for ¬( 1 = 2 ) and ¬( =null) resp.
Each inductive predicate is defined by a disjunction Φ using the key word pred. In each disjunct, we require that variables which are not formal parameters must be existentially quantified. We use ∆[t 1 /t 2 ] for a substitution of all occurrences of t 2 in ∆ to t 1 .
Example 5.1. For example, we use the language defined in Figure 4 to specify a non-regular data structure lsegP2(x, null, n) which is a singly-linked list with 2 n nodes (where n≥0). Furthermore, the content of each node is 0. We remark that this data structure is beyond the expressiveness of the HEX language defined in [13] . The predicate lsegP2 is defined as follows.
iff l=s( ) and dom(h)= {l → r } and r (c,f i )=s( i ) s, h | = κ 1 * κ 2 iff ∃h 1 , h 2 · h 1 #h 2 and h=h 1 ·h 2 and s, h 1 | = κ 1 and s, Figure 5 : Semantics of separation logic pred lsegP2(root, end, n) ≡ root →N ode(0,end)∧n=0 ∨ ∃ q. lsegP2(root, q, n−1) * lsegP2(q, end, n−1) ∧ n>0 This predicate is defined by a disjunction of two cases. The base case (the first disjunct where n=0) defines a list of 1 (= 2 0 ) node. The recursive case (the second disjunct where n>0) defines a list of 2 n nodes; this list is a concatenation of two disjoint sublists of 2 n−1 nodes which are constrained by two recursive predicates lsegP2(root, q, n−1) and lsegP2(q, end,n−1).
The semantics of separation logic formulas is defined by a satisfaction relation: s,h |= Φ where s is a stack; h is a heap; and Φ is a separation logic formula. Intuitively, this relationship defines when a program stack and heap are considered to satisfy the formula. Details of the semantics are presented in Figure 5 . For instance, the first line states that if heap h is empty, it satisfies the empty predicate emp. dom(f ) is the domain of function f ; h 1 #h 2 denotes that heaps h 1 and h 2 are domain-disjoint, i.e., dom(h 1 ) ∩ dom(h 2 ) = ∅; and h 1 ·h 2 denotes the union of two disjoint heaps. Inductive predicates are interpreted following a least fixed point semantics as presented in [36, 37, 49] . Note that the part of semantics of formulas which are not relevant to the stack or heap (e.g., x > 0 where x is an integer variable) is self-explanatory and thus omitted from Figure 5 .
With a separation logic formula encoding a path condition, we would like to have a constraint solver which is capable of checking the satisfiability of the formula and generating a model. S2SAT SL [36, 37, 49] is a state-of-the-art satisfiability solver which supports the language defined in Figure 4 . Given a separation logic formula ∆, S2SAT SL is able to not only check the satisfiability of the formula, but also to return a model (in the form of a so-called base formula [37] ), of which each variable is assigned a value (e.g., null or to a pointto predicate or to an integer number), when the formula is solvable. Moreover, like HEX solver [13] , S2SAT SL also supports incremental constraint solving. It reduces the satisfiability problem from separation logic into the satisfiability problem in a first-order logic and makes use of Z3 [22] for incrementally solving the first-order formulas. S2SAT SL is sound and complete for an expressive fragment of formulae. For example, it gives conclusive results for the formulae including arbitrary inductive predicates specified on heap domain or non-mutually recursive inductive predicates with numerical properties. We skip the details on how the constraint solving works as it is not the focus of this work.
Symbolic Execution
Recall that the concrete execution context is 5-tuple. The symbolic execution context is a tuple of six components: Σ, h, s, pc, ι, ∆ where ∆ is a path condition in the form of a separation logic formula defined above. The rest of the components are similar to those of the concrete execution context, except that we use symbolic values for heap h and stack s. Note that a variable may be partially evaluated in symbolic execution. We use π (and π i ), a conjunction of α and ϕ formulas, to denote symbolic value. Hence, the stack s is now a mapping function from variables to expressions (instead of values). Similarly, the heap h is now a mapping from addresses to point-to predicates in separation logic. Memory allocations are symbolically captured in the path condition ∆. A symbolic execution context Σ, h, s, pc, ι, ∆ is called infeasible if ∆ is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, it is feasible.
All operational symbolic execution rules over our language are shown in Figure 6 . In these rules, we use function f resh to return a fresh variable; the updates over the stack s and the heap h can be implied from the corresponding rules in Figure 2 . Hence, s and h are omitted for simplicity. For instance, in the rule [S−VAR], it can be implied that π 0 ≡ s( ). We illustrate the execution through rule [S−NEW]. This rule allocates a new object of type c and assigns to variable . Firstly, it substitutes by a fresh variable ′ in the current context i.e., assigns current stack value of to ′ and substitutes by ′ in the current path condition ∆. Secondly, it generates a new symbolic stack and heap value for . As the same time, it updates the path condition by separately conjoining the current path condition with a new points-to predicate →c( 1 , .., n ). Lastly, it loads the next statement using the program counter. We remark that by using existentially quantified variables our assignment rule follows exactly Floyd's assignment axiom. In consequence, using the proposed symbolic execution can express the strongest post-state of a heap-based program. Another remark is that instead of using fresh variables like in [10] , we use existential quantifiers for new allocated heaps (rule [S−NEW]). The interpretation of the heap in the existential manner is not only precise (as it naturally captures desired heap regions) but also abstract (and is potentially scalable with abstract interpreter techniques).
LAZY TEST INPUT GENERATION
In this section, we present our method of test input generation based on the symbolic execution engine we depicted in the previous sections. The inputs of our method are a program prog in the language we defined in Section 4 and an optional precondition ∆ pr e in the form of a separation logic formula defined in Section 5.2. The output is a set of test inputs that satisfy the precondition and often achieve high test coverage. Our method is based on lazy initialization. The main difference between our method and previous approaches based on lazy initialization is that we generate values of pointer-typed fields in a context-sensitive manner. We present the details next.
Our symbolic execution engine starts with the following symbolic execution context: Σ, ∅, s 0 , pc s , ι s , ∆ pr e σ where s 0 is an initial assignment of input variables to symbolic values; σ is a substitution of input variables to their corresponding symbolic values, and ∅ is an empty heap store. It systematically derives the strongest poststate of every program path (with a bound on the number of loop unfolding), by applying the symbolic operational execution rules (i.e., shown in Figure 6 ). After obtaining the strongest post-state, our symbolic execution engine invokes S2SAT SL to check whether or not the resultant symbolic heap is satisfiable, and in case of yes it generates a model (i.e., test inputs).
[S−LOAD]
∃w .x →c( 1 , .., i , .., n ) * ∆ ⊢ ⇓ x ∃w .x →c( 1 , .., i , .., n ) * ∆ ⊢ i ⇓ π 0 ∃w .x →c( 1 , .., i , .., n ) * ∆ ⊢ . The problem is that many valuations obtained through enumeration are invalid (i.e., violating the precondition). Thus, in this work, we propose context-sensitive enumeration. When an uninitialized reference variable or field with symbolic value x is accessed during symbolic execution, procedure enum(x, ∆) is invoked to nondeterministically initialize x with values derived from the symbolic execution context, in particular, ∆. For each value of the set, the symbolic execution engine creates a new branch for exploration. Note that enum(x, ∆) is invoked only if x has reference type.
In the following, we present details on how enum(x, ∆) is implemented. enum(x, ∆) generates a (possibly empty) set of values that could be assigned to x. There are three scenarios.
• If the context ∆ implies that x has previously been initialized to either null (i.e., x=null) or a point-to predicate (i.e., x →_ or →_∧x= ), initializing again is not necessary. • If x is uninitialized and there does not exist a predicate P(¯ ) in ∆ such that x ∈¯ (i.e., x is not constrained by the context),
x is initialized to value null, to a reference to a new point-to predicate with uninitialized fields, or to a reference to a point-to predicate in ∆. • If x is uninitialized and there exists a predicate P k (¯ k ) in ∆ such that x ∈¯ k (i.e., x is constrained by the predicate), we generate a set of possible values which are consistent with the context ∆. We remark that it is straightforward to tell whether x is initialized or constrained by some predicate. This is because, although ∆ may contain inductive predicates (from the precondition), the operational symbolic execution rules presented in Figure 6 are defined such that reference fields are initialized in advance and memory-accessing rules, which requires the presence of points-to predicates, do not rely on inductive predicates in their precondition.
In the following, we show a least fixed point analysis for computing SV , the set of values of x that are consistent with ∆ that includes inductive predicates over unbounded heaps. Firstly, we mark all predicates P 1 (¯ 1 ), · · · , P n (¯ n ) in ∆ that are constraining x. These predicates are identified though relevant closure set rele({x }∪ { | →_ ∈ ∆}, ∆) where function rele is defined as:
Alias(∆) ⇒ (t S ∩¯ ∅ ∧t S \¯ ∅) otherwise wheret S denotes the sequence of pointer-typed variables int and
Secondly, the procedure LFP is invoked to compute the set SV through the least fixed point set of symbolic heaps derived from ∆. The details of LFP is shown in Algorithm 1. LFP takes as inputs a 5-tuple as follows: a variable x; the context ∆ where interested inductive predicates are marked; a set of relevant variablesV such thatV = rele({x } ∪ { | →_(...) ∈ ∆}, ∆); the current heap h; and the stack s = ∪{( i , l i ) | i ∈V ∧l i =s( i )∧l i ∈dom(h)}. It outputs a set of symbolic contexts such that x is initialized to null, or to an existing object in ∆ or to an new object with uninitialized (and constrained) fields in each one of these contexts. In lines 2-12, LFP iteratively partitions ∆ into a set of disjoints, complete and "smaller" contexts and computes an abstraction A i over heap allocations (over x) and also aliasing constraints overV . If the fixed point (at lines 8-9) is achieved, LFP stops. Otherwise, it moves to the next iteration.
In particular, at each iteration LFP enumerates all possible symbolic heap locations which x can be assigned to. The enumeration is performed through the function unfold (at line 5), which replaces a marked inductive predicate by the disjunction in its definition (with α-renaming i.e., some substitution over the formal/actual parameters and of bound variables to avoid name collisions) where each disjunct in the definition generates a new context. Note that if an inductive predicate is marked, all inductive predicates derived from its definition are also marked in the new contexts. Further note that unfold returns only satisfiable formulae, as it invokes S2SAT SL for satisfiability checking. Lastly, the (symbolic) stack s and the (symbolic) heap h of the new contexts are updated accordingly.
After the new contexts have been derived, at line 7 we compute an abstraction on the set of symbolic values which x can be assigned to. This abstraction is critical for the termination of the algorithm. The abstraction is computed with two functions. The first function abs(s, x,V , κ ∧ α) captures the abstract value of x, while the second function Π(α,V ) captures aliasing constraints on all interested variables. Function abs(s, x,V , κ ∧ α) is defined as follows.
In the first case, abs captures the abstraction when x=null. In the second case, it considers the scenario when x refers to an existing object. In the third case, when x refers to a new object, the new heap location is existentially quantified. This is the key for the termination of LFP as we have ∃l 1 .s(x)=l 1 ⇒ ∃l 2 .s(x)=l 2 . If we use a fresh variable to represent symbolic heap value for a new object, a fixed point would never be achieved. The function Π(α,V ) eliminates all variables in α which are not inV (whereV are pointer-typed variables). It is defined as follows. Π(true ,V ) = true , Π( 1 1 ∧α 1 ,V ) = false . Otherwise,
An equality 1 = 2 is retained if both 1 and 2 are inV . Otherwise, it is eliminated and one of variables must be eliminated via a substitution. A dis-equality 1 2 is retained if both 1 and 2 are inV . Otherwise, it is eliminated. Function Π(α,V ) works as a quantifier elimination whereV are free variables and FV(α) \V are existential variables. This function can be implemented by using existing solvers e.g., Z3 [22] , Omega Calculator [31] . Note that the equality logic is decidable [34] . To implement the implication checking at line 8, say A ′ i ⇒ A i , we replace s(x) by a fresh variable to represent s(x) and obtain new implication, say B ′ i ⇒ B i , prior to invoking a satisfiability solver to discharge the validity of ¬B ′ i ∨ B i . For completeness and accelerating the termination of LFP, we use the procedure base P in [37] to compute and augment all possible aliasing constraints captured by every inductive predicates. Given a predicate pred Q(¯ ) ≡ Φ, this procedure constructs for it a cyclic proof, i.e. an unfolding tree, to characterize its satisfiability. In particular, base P (Q(¯ )) is a disjunction Φ b such that (i) Φ b is equisatisfiable with Q(¯ ) and (ii) each disjunct in Φ b is a formula without any inductive predicate. Indeed, Φ b captures all possible pairs of heap store and stack store over the parameters¯ . That means it precisely captures all possible heap allocations and aliasing constraints among these parameters. Next, to avoid redundancy we refine Φ b to obtain Φ ′ b by discarding all disjuncts which either are syntactically identical to a base case in Φ or contain only heap allocations. Afterward, the augment predicate is:
Correctness. Correctness of the proposed enumeration method follows the correctness of the procedure LFP and procedure base P . Under the assumption that procedure base P is correct, we argue that LFP is sound (i.e., all generated values are correct), complete (i.e., all values satisfying ∆ are generated) and terminating. THEOREM 6.1. Given (x, ∆,V , h, s), LFP returns SV i in a finite number of iterations. Furthermore,
Proof Sketch : AsV is finite, the number of (dis-)equalities among these variables (generated by Π(α,V )) is finite. Furthermore, assume ∆ has n≥0 points-to predicates, the abstraction which the highest number of disjuncts generates by abs is of the form: s(x)=null∨ s(x)=l 1 ∨..∨s(x)=l n ∨(∃l 1 .s(x)=l 1 )∨..∨(∃l m .s(x)=l m ) (where m≥0).
Since ((∃l 1 .s(x)=l 1 ) ∨ .. ∨ (∃l m 1 .s(x)=l m 1 )) ⇒ ((∃l 1 .s(x)=l 1 ) ∨ .. ∨ (∃l m 2 .s(x)=l m 2 )) for all m 1 ≥0 and m 2 ≥0. Hence, the implication at line 8 holds in a finite number of iterations. The soundness of LFP follows the correctness of the unfolding i.e., ∆ i is equivalent with unfold(∆ i ). The completeness of LFP comes from the fact that LFP examines a complete set of heap allocations and aliasing constraints over relevant variables. Example 6.2. We demonstrate the computation of enum(X , ∆) for our illustrative example in Section 3, assuming that ∆ ≡ pre(X , Y ).
Firstly, we mark the inductive predicate in ∆ which constrains X . The result is {pre(X ,Y )}. For predicate pre(x, ), procedure base P generates additional base case x=null ∧ =null. It is discarded because of duplicate. Next, we compute SV by invoking LFP(X , ∆, {X }, h, s). The computation is summarized as follows.
X →node(_, null) * Y →node(_, null); ∃n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 .X →node(_, n 1 ) * Y →node(_, n 2 ) * n 1 →node(_, n 3 ) * n 2 →node(_, n 4 ) * pre(n 3 ,n 4 )}
Since A 2 ⇒ A 1 , LFP stops after two iterations and produces SV 1 as the set of new contexts for this example. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We have implemented our approach described in previous sections into a prototype tool, called Java StarFinder (JSF), consisting of 11569 lines of Java code. In the following, we evaluate JSF in order to answer three research questions (RQ [12] and additionally a data structure called Tll which is known to be very tricky [35] .
Since JSF is yet to support string, array, and object oriented features such as inheritance and polymorphism, we exclude data structures and methods which rely on these features, i.e., Disjoint Set in Sierum/Kiasan and Google Closure in SUSHI. Supporting these features is left for future work. In total, our experiment subjects include a total of 74 methods, whose lines of code ranges from dozens to more than one thousand.
RQ1: Can JSF reduce invalid test inputs?
To answer this question, we need to check whether a generated test input is valid or not. In the benchmark programs which we collect, six data structures contain repOK methods which is designed to check if the input is valid or not, which are Stack, Doubly Linked List, Binary Search Tree, Red Black Tree, AVL Tree, and AA Tree. In addition, the motivation example in SUSHI is based on Doubly Linked List and thus we use the method repOK of Doubly Linked List to validate its test inputs. We write the repOK methods manually for the remaining test subjects. For Singly Linked List and Tll, we write their repOK methods based on their standard definition. For TSAFE and Gantt, we write their repOK methods after reading the source code, i.e., the repOK encodes the condition required to avoid RuntimeException such as NullPointerException.
For each generated test input, we check its validity by passing it as arguments to the corresponding repOK method. If repOK returns true, the test input is deemed valid. As a baseline, we compare JSF with JBSE [14] , which implements the HEX approach [13] , and the black box enumeration (BBE) approach documented in [51] . We do not compare with the white-box enumeration approach [51] as it requires user-provided conservative repOK methods, which are missing in these benchmarks. Note that conservative repOK methods are different from repOK methods, and writing those methods is highly nontrivial. We do not compare our approach with SUSHI because SUSHI generates test cases in form of sequence of method calls whereas we generate test cases in form of input data structures. SUSHI and our approach are thus complementary to each other. To run JBSE, we need invariants written in HEX. We manage to find invariants for Doubly Linked List, Red Black Tree, AVL Tree, TSAFE, and Gantt from [3], and thus we are able to run JBSE on these subjects. It is not clear to us how to write HEX invariants for other data structures or if HEX is expressive enough to describe them.
The experiment results are shown in Table 1 , where the first three columns show the information of the test subjects, i.e., names of the data structures or projects, line of code and the names of methods; and the last three columns show the results of JSF, JBSE, and BBE respectively. Column Depth shows the maximum number of unfolding steps in JSF and enumerating steps in BBE. For fairness, the same value is used for each method. For JBSE, the authors define the depth as the maximum number of branches and we thus set the depth to be 20 for all methods in the experiments with JBSE. Column #Tests show the results in form of the number of valid test inputs over the number of generated test inputs.
The results show that, as expected, every test input generated by JSF is valid. In comparison, both JBSE and BBE generate many invalid test inputs. On average, only 0.72% of the test inputs generated by JBSE are valid and only 8.14% of those generated by BBE are valid. In particular, both JBSE (except for method addFirst) and BBE fail to generate any valid test input for Doubled Linked List. This is due to the non-trivial constraint required to capture the heap structure of Doubled Linked List. Based on these results, we conclude that JSF generates only valid test inputs, which outperforms existing approaches by significantly reducing invalid test inputs.
RQ2: Can JSF generate test inputs that achieve high code coverage?
To answer this question, we remove the invalid test inputs for each method, and then we use JaCoCo [9] to measure the branch coverage of valid test inputs generated by JSF, JBSE and BBE. The results are shown in the columns titled Cov.(%) in Table 1 .
We can see that for 73/74 methods (including auxiliary methods), JSF can achieve 100% branch coverage (excluding infeasible branches). The only exception is method T S_R_3 in the TSAFE project. It is because this method invokes native methods and handling native methods is beyond the capability of JSF at the moment. In general, JSF achieves 99.1% coverage on average. In comparison, JBSE is only able to achieve 33.23% coverage on average and BBE achieves 38.01% coverage on average. Noticeably, for 23 methods, JBSE fails to generate any valid test inputs and achieves 0% branch coverage. For similar reasons, BBE achieves 0% branch coverage in 29 methods. From these results, we conclude that JSF can generate test inputs with high branch coverage for the methods under test.
RQ3: Is JSF sufficiently efficient?
To answer this question, we measure the time spent to generate test inputs for each method. The results are shown in the columns titled Time(s) in Table 1 . From the results, JBSE is clearly faster than JSF. That is, JBSE takes 1 to 14 seconds to handle each method, whereas JSF's time ranges from 1 second to half an hour, with an average of 62 seconds per method. JBSE's efficiency is thanks to its context-insensitive initialization, bounded checking on unbounded data structures, and manually written triggers. JSF, on the other hand, uses context-sensitive initialization, inductively reasons over the unbounded heaps, and does not use user-defined instrumentation. However, the efficiency of JBSE comes with the tradeoff of excessive number of invalid test inputs as discussed above, whereas JSF only generates valid test inputs. For BBE, the running time largely depends on the depth. When the depth increases, its running time also increases. For instance, BBE times out on method put in Red Black Tree due to a depth of 14. From these results, we conclude that JSF is slower than JBSE, but still sufficiently efficient to provide higher quality results.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present a symbolic execution framework for heap-manipulating programs using separation logic. Our novelty is on the reasoning over the unbounded heaps in an existential manner. We also present a context-sensitive lazy initialization for test input generation. The experimental results show that our approach significantly reduces the number of invalid test inputs and improves the test coverage.
For future work, we plan to integrate our approach on a dynamic symbolic execution engine (e.g., JDart [38] ). Furthermore, we would like to integrate JSF in the SUSHI framework, i.e., replacing JBSE used in SUSHI currently. Since we have shown that our JSF tool is more effective than JBSE, it would be interesting to see if we can improve SUSHI with JSF. Finally, we might combine JSF with biabduction tools (i.e., Infer [6, 18] , S2 [35] ) to both verify safety and to locate/confirm real bugs in heap-based programs.
